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Accomplishing Millennium development goals 

Prologue 

 

 It is very much essential when a living being is 

introduced to the world all 

that it needs for its existence 

are sent along with it in its 

own possession, that it is on 

how the same carries itself in the environment 

to live, increase the longevity, stay connected 

to the co creation, complimenting to them and 

finally reach transcendence, surpassing all 

others, to mean, self competent to care for 

ones self without interfering with others. 

 

 On its existence, every being , finds its place, by adaptation or 

natural selection and to the fact that it extends to non living things too, 

which we say sentiments which is common in every system, situation. 

None can be out of sentimental attachment, but it extends to the core 

that the feeling gives confidence and not takes the right of others. This 

 

Millennium generation 

goals are very much 

achievable if the target 

group is approached 

for their 

connectedness with 

their immediate 

sphere of influences 
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is on the fact that the situation, happening as a scene in the play of life, 

is through co creations linked with facts and words that boosts up, has 

no impact, and suppresses the energy level of all inclusive in the 

system that results in progression, sustenance or degradation.  

 

As it is evidenced much from the dynamism and eternity, nothing 

in the universe is static, could be in view of mobility, growth, 

transformation, no object or living being in the universe remain static, 

it always undergoes changes to the finest level at least, that nothing 

could be sustained. It, being the universal component, covered by the 

concept that every thing transfer some of its possession with the 

surroundings based on their state and receptivity, which is a universal 

fact in every segment of knowledge, can only progress or degrades. 

When there is clear understanding that one can not be fragmented in a 

healthy condition, that occurs where the components goes to 

extinction, which is the extremity of degradation, one will always 

remain connected that there will be conducive symbiotic transfer and 

progressive development.  

 

Similarly the connectivity, self oriented and which do not involve 

healthy transfer, but unethical exchange on agreement, will degrade 
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the system to extinction. Fragmentation is preferred only when there is 

symptoms of endanger if remain connected, and when incubation is 

needed as the object is self sustained and needs extraordinary 

conditions to grow further and which could not be kept idle till others 

reach the expected status, we call this situation as hot spot.  

 

We are into the global spectrum where all the co creations are 

into close link for the same is shrinking with globalization that there is 

no demarcation, there is no wall of separation, there is no constraint 

for exposure, there is no reservation to opportunities, everything is 

thrown open equally for every one that the growth depends upon the 

individual, how the opportunities are availed and there can not be 

regulations and rules for masses any more for restrictive facilities, but 

liberated situations to assure individual dignity with the infinite 

facilities offered through internet.  

 

Nothing could be hidden, nothing could be opaque, and nothing 

could be for authority and power, every information need to be 

available for every single individual that governance henceforth is for 

the individual assuring him of a peaceful environment to live with his 

own choices, certainly not to survive among the masses compromising 
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their ‘self’. The global prosperity will hence forth be on human 

development which makes the global prosperity, understanding the 

need of everyone’s participation in the system that every one gains the 

best of their talents making the world a better place to live 

complimenting each other. We shall device the governance for 

common civic, especially individuals that they become inclusive in the 

global growth. 

 

The article 1 of the Universal Declaration of United Nations given 

in 1948 as “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 

rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act 

towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood “is taken here to justify 

the Millennium development Goals need modifications to reach the 

objectives and the time left with as target is just sufficient once the 

changes are made effective. 

ASPIRE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE ONLINE PUBLISHING SERIES 

 

Accomplishing Millennium development goals 

Introduction 

The individual has the right to live on his own taking his best of 

desires and there occurs conflicts, for the desire may not stop with 
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getting what he needs, but taking others too for his acquired strength 

that there need to be a council to solve the issues amicably which need 

to take facts from both sides and which need to convince the involved 

for which the judicial system came into existence. The same all over 

the globe is aimed to establish justice that truth is favored, that the 

committer needs to compensate the losses to the complainant. The 

same has taken several different forms of laws and rules that the 

existing scenario, presents every sin compensated in terms of money 

and money flows from every direction making it a easy task for any one 

set to do the assigned task giving up the morale and ethics that the 

terrorism, trafficking, laundering and illegal military affairs prevail in 

every country which have their launch in several other countries with 

unprecedented connectivity that the network remains difficult to 

locate and eradicate and corruption is felt endemic throughout the 

globe and is the core factor threatening the progress of the globe 

towards integrity, prosperity and connectedness complimenting all 

components to take their fare share. 

 

Achieving Millennium development goals 

We shall view the global prosperity as the long term goal and is 

being visualized soon after the second world war and a lot of measures 
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have been taken through United Nations with various programmes to 

eradicate poverty, to give right to education, to reach gender equality, 

child health and maternal health, global partnership, environmental 

sustainability, combat HIV/AIDS. The dead line for the same is 2015 and 

in spite of the efforts taken by all involved, the same had not been 

reached to the satisfactory level and the recent meet is being called on 

behalf of United nations at Newyork by September 2010 to discuss on 

the measures to be taken. All the goals identified are taking into 

consideration the common civic, their living patterns and their 

connectivity with the global populace, the schemes derived for 

meeting the plans too are extensive and to the intricacies, the statistics 

available with any of the UN website are indicating clearly the finance 

poured into these schemes to meet the goals and the status of 

indicators are to show them the efficacy of the plans.  

 

As a common civic, when we get into the schemes, their 

implementation, we feel the schemes are free and hence do not 

involve the target group, the benefits have not reached them for the 

involvement of mediators and there is no need to prove the scheme 

did not meet the purpose completely, none took to mind the efficiency 
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of the schemes in between, if would have done, they would have been 

on track well in time. 

 

Moreover the goals too gave several different meanings with 

various levels of understanding that the schemes charted out deviated 

the mass from the core objective but to meet the superficial 

expectations in the form of numbers as statistics which is only given 

importance in the global arena towards success of any scheme which is 

really not so. The rapid action carried out to show the statistics as 

success indicator reflected badly on the outcome, quality that the same 

failed to the core and towards the end we feel the goals are still far 

away from reach. But there are ample scope for the same to be 

surpassed with progressive modifications and can be reached within 

the stipulated period, economically too if the target group is made 

inclusive and the outcome are to be shown as mandate at every level 

to take further grants. 

 

Perspectives on the issues 

We have to see the goals as child health, maternal health, gender 

equality, HIV and AIDs, poverty and hunger are interrelated and they 

have been taken as a curse by the involved individual, the 
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opportunities available for them to take a grand face change are more 

and what they need is not money alone through free schemes but their 

due involvement to change their living standards taking due assistance 

from the governance. Immediately after the second world war and till 

the recent times we made the global growth as prospects of the 

developed, developing and underdeveloped nations and through 

United Nations every needy country derived due assistance for its 

growth and in spite of enough financial assistance it could show 

meager progress only because of the same had not been utilized for 

purpose completely. The reason is the mediation and the finance 

reached the target group fully or partly for mediation not in the form 

of facility but money which tested their ethics and it is common at their 

level they spent it lavishly as there had been no binding in any form 

with the funding agency. This is observed not only with the poor group 

but with the nations as a whole as they spent them for public. 

 

The turbulence and rapidity found everywhere, the urge to show 

case the output to move further or to sustain, celebrate the success to 

get more, the technological advancements without ethics and the lack 

of the same with the governing group are some of the causes of 

existing scenario. Having experienced the deficiencies and the actions 
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yet to take the swift, the United Nations is on the reformation and 

there were five governing groups initially when the United Nations had 

been established which were identified as organs and they all have 

been utilized to the fullest for the purpose that all involved territories 

have attained self governance in the year 1996 that the trusteeship 

council became inactive. When every member of the country is able to 

sustain their existence with self government, the same is an indication 

that they don’t need more of free schemes but inclusive programmes 

to make them grow including their responsibility. This has been 

evidenced with the funding wasted to the core for there is no inclusive 

scheme and that unaccounted money resulted in several different 

unethical illicit activities threatening the globe as a whole.  

  

It is high time to shed away all the previous facts, statistics and 

quotations to think about the globe as a whole and the prosperity of 

which lies in the integrity of all nations in the universe. The first and 

foremost task before the United Nations is to make all countries its 

member, inclusive and they should all be members of all the rules, 

treatise and conventions by conviction. There can not be exclusions, 

but there should be efforts to conviction by all inclusive that the 

strategy for global concern would evolve and that will solve the crisis 
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and issues existing in several different countries where the governance 

maintain rivalry and spend more on border protection, where the 

people of the involved nations would ever like to be cooperative and 

like to extend their hands for the needy. When almost all the countries 

are republic, almost all are democratic, and the governance is for the 

public, it should ensure peaceful environment to the people that will 

emerge out in to global peace which is the motto of United Nations 

and the reformation should ensure that, which will happen when old 

complicated articles and conventions are made simple for every civic to 

participate which the internet facilitates. 

  

The rivalry between the countries will dissolve if they get to 

conviction considering the benefit of the public considering them as 

assets of humanity and belonging to the universe and there is no 

demarcation or borders that would separate them. With the advent of 

transportation, easy reach and with internet there is no native 

populace as of now, every civic finds their comfortable zone, be it 

within a working atmosphere or living environment. That is where the 

migration has made equality possible and the information is with every 

one in a finger touch that offers the complete transparency. The 

governance is not to set goals on providing transparency which is 
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already available but to execute the same in practice for an individual 

that they establish the governance with complete connectivity to meet 

the purpose. 

  

What ever may be the basis of understanding life, as it is to be 

understood that mathematics, science, language, spirituality are all 

evolution of man’s perception on nature which is yet to be found to 

the core, and as they all reflect nature, they are all connected. Hence 

the bottom line of better life standard is to move cooperative, with 

consideration of every other as co creation, giving them space to grow 

and giving them due right to express for conviction. The human rights 

lies with this and is very simple that further categorization as civil, 

individual, group, political, economic rights, they are all inclusive within 

human rights and will have numerous claims as single and with 

connectedness to other factors of existence and hence categorization, 

amendment, new articles will prove redundant and deviating from 

purpose if generalized and become restrictive where the truth finds 

difficult to establish and takes time which may some times takes the 

life time of an individual that he looses his duty and commitment 

totally on conviction.  
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The human rights and international court of justice, with all the 

local courts should function on the individual right to live considering 

the equality by birth as given in article 1 of United Nations in universal 

declaration ‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 

rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act 

towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood’  which could be the 

bottom line of justice, bottom line of ethics, bottom line of living that 

every social being will be treated as co creation whether living or non 

living. When this is encouraged with due intervention of the United 

Nations, there will not be drugs, there will not be antisocial activities 

and there will not be terrorism that trafficking, money laundering will 

be eliminated that there will be ample opportunities to choose, ample 

opportunities to grow , ample opportunities to live together without 

compromising the individual dignity that we shall progress ethically 

without competing with others, but enhancing self competency only to 

reach the desire that the purpose of life is served. 

 

The gender equality must be extended as per the article 1 of 

United nations Universal declaration that all are born free and have 

equal dignity and right that the same of one should not be taken away 

to give the right to the other. Every one must be treated with equality 
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and dignity that there should not be reservation based on caste, but on 

the will to come up and the economic status. Both men and women 

are equal, all children are equal and all beings of existence, both non 

living and living have their right of space that their connectivity forms a 

conducive environment to live with that if one is not there, there will 

not be the other. If negative is not there, we don’t feel the values of 

positivity. If evil is not there, we will not feel the values of good. There 

must be a compromise for every individual who should start from 

finding his true self taking the differences of a wish becoming greed or 

desire. 

 

Utilization of resources must hence be treated as equality of all 

beings in the universe which indicates we should not have the right to 

destroy an object before its life time. It must be transferred to the 

needy till its life time is reached. When every activity is considered for 

the purpose, without giving much concern on trend and design, that 

they ever remain in use, with no out dated mode, then there will not 

be related unethical consumerism which is testing the world to remain 

in turbulence always. This again is reflected in every one’s life they 

loose the purpose of life to find the place of their greed, use all 

unethical, evil traits that they finally loose their life, family and enter 
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into survival giving up their morale, which is not the purpose of life. 

They should live every moment, take care of every minute satisfying 

their soul, that hours will be taken care of by themselves and finally the 

humanity replenishes its value to leads the globe in peace.  

 

It must be instilled in every one’s mind that each one will have 

their own turn, their own way which will certainly not be occupied by 

none as all the possession, position have been created and which could 

be changed to consider every single individual the assured level on 

attaining the skills, that every one become self competent, and there 

will not be human race any more, but progressive global development. 

When this is ensured, there is no need to spend finance in protection 

but to make the lives of the people upgraded everyway to give hands 

for the needy in any corner of the world that had been witnessed with 

the remedial measures of natural calamities in the recent times. It was 

observed that there was surplus than the needed, at all places which 

indicated that humanity still persist in individual human mind which 

had been suppressed by the complicated rules and regulations to stay 

away avoiding risks even in places where such trait is necessary for the 

responsibility. This is where the dilution occurs leading to corruption 

which is universal with globalization, though the intensity differs.  
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Right to education is to be viewed as the right to chose education 

with their own way as education can not be forced. We can not reach 

the ‘education for all’ status by forcing the education officers to bring 

the children in their area to school, get them enrolled on compulsion 

with free noon meal scheme and so on. They must be made inclusive 

and every one need to be treated as unique and the problem he faces 

can never be general. For all, in this millennium generation, the 

integrated approach of learn and earn works, irrespective of whether 

the student belongs to rural, semi urban and urban populace. It is a 

must to make them learn on their own taking the help of the teachers 

and the task should be on completing the assigned task by every 

individual and not by physical presence. There must be self paced 

learning that an extraordinary can complete the course and go deep 

for his interest and the slow learners could complete the task in their 

own pace. We have the restricted learning with every one being equal 

which is not the real meaning it conveys, but every one is equal to have 

the right to learn in his way as education should finally succeed in 

making an individual a man.  
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There must be integrated approach at all levels that an individual 

takes his own schedule to complete the assigned tasks along with 

professional skills and extra curricular activities all under one roof that 

the children of poor will come to school automatically as they earn 

while they learn in a protected environment that there could even be 

industrial collaboration at school levels. The idea of research, industrial 

collaboration, experiential learning all be made as a part of the 

curriculum which have been dreamt for a long time, and remain the 

day dream ever for the restricted environment. Education pertains to 

individual perception and that will not be in its peak in a forced, 

instructive environment. Every nation has its own scheme of social 

service, most of which is related to physical labour and India, 

emphasizes it to be voluntary and insists on the slogan ‘Not me, But 

you’ which is very much against the concept of co creation. To be in 

depth, to find the meaning of the slogan, there will never be selfless 

status; there could be differences to what the significance is given. It 

could be pride, wealth, knowledge, position, leadership, followers, love 

to God, faith to supremacy as spirituality, but there will be awareness 

of the individual which itself is ‘Me’ and with out ‘Me’ there will not be 

‘You’ and it is ‘We –You and Me’ that keep the life going purposefully.  
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Hence social service must be instilled to every one as the will to 

help when needed and can not be forced. Every individual must be 

allowed to design their own comfort zone without disturbing others 

and should be progressive to them and that is where the stake holders 

of the society have their due role to play as connectedness and not 

control. Every one must be made to take part in others growth in their 

own way as social services taken to the global level that, it could be 

only social service and not national social service to reach a wide 

spectrum of life. With the innovation and creativity of an individual, it 

takes numerous forms that each can be unique in giving out his social 

concern. It must be inherited as trait in every individual which need no 

guidance and supervision and need no fiscal assistance. 

  

The child nutrition and maternal nutrition can not be treated as 

the problem of the concerned but for the family as a whole and the 

integrated approach will make all in the family earn and they could get 

their food. It is not possible to achieve the goal if they are segregated 

and given importance. The children and the women experience 

malnutrition in spite of adequate earnings, because of the man who is 

a part of the family and who is indulged in ill habits of drugs and liquor. 

When this is evidenced, the activity is not for the women and children 
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to feed them in their place of work and study, but to ban the liquor and 

cigar shops and giving the involved due rehabilitation. It is not their 

right as the same spoils the entire family. A man with such a habit must 

be separated from his family for rehabilitation and he can be permitted 

to continue his presence with his family only after the successful 

recovery. Making them all with due assistance including finance where 

the same must be repayable that the finance effectively meets the 

purpose. 

  

Environmental sustainability is again beyond reach as nature has 

infinite connectivity which can not be predicted and sustained at all. It 

will evolve and evolve making its existence dynamic and eternal and 

we form a part of it for a small fragment of the same that we can not 

take a concern on it. It is progressive by itself and the same can not be 

polluted at all. We for the abundance of resources, used them for our 

greed and we are being affected by the immediate surrounding which 

we believe as the environment in total which is not so. It is continuous, 

from, above and within and on itself that there will be an ecological 

balance always to resist the environmental factors with biotic 

potential. When the effect of the pollution is felt in the livelihood of 

human it is mainly due to anthropogenic activities exceeding the 
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assimilation capacity of the immediate environment in multifold that 

the same need to be attended. The anthropogenic activities causing 

the environmental pollution are altered with progressive human 

activities that nothing could be restricted but regulated to go 

progressively reaching great heights of human endeavor.  

 

The pollution as a whole is prevented if the task of treating the 

polluted water and subsequent discharge is within the individual unit, 

be it an industry or the dwelling. There will never be soil pollution if the 

gravel stratum beneath the earth surface is located and the waste 

discharge is taken to that level through cess pools. There are plants 

that will take the nutrients in these discharges and grow well without 

getting diseases. The air atmosphere is the vast media with immediate 

flux that there is no reason at all to fear for the global warming if the 

anthropogenic activities are phased for the individual that the flux will 

be effective back to the environment that the ill effects due to 

pollution can be prevented. 

   

The sun has vast energy reserve that we are finding a lot more 

wave lengths of use in the spectrum of light and that is due to the 

interaction of particles in the atmosphere which is again a phase of 
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evolution which need to be understood as an engineering intervention 

which need to be reinvested to balance the phenomena. The heat that 

is accumulated for the carbon sink could be utilized for charging the 

batteries that we trap heat energy in to green energy for which the 

abundance of green house gases act as the reservoir. This facilitates 

the heat coming back to the closed cycle of energy that we need not 

worry for global warming. It will become progressive with due 

rearrangement of natural phenomena utilized by human activity to 

trap energy from heat.  

 

The unwarranted human interactions though personal meetings 

that dilutes the efficacy must be made online that we save a lot of 

resources not only to reduce carbon foot prints, but on the economic 

and human reserves too. We need not give up sophistication, we can 

balance it from our own hands that mindless use of resources since 

because it comes as complimentary for service, or a part of service will 

be avoided. We can reduce the personal visits for official matters if the 

expenditure is to be met by us since we have the effective alternate of 

online communication. We should change the goal as progressive 

environment and focusing the activities to self sustenance and to the 

responsibility and conviction of the individual we attain the same and 
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here too article 1 of the United Nations universal declaration as ‘All 

human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are 

endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one 

another in a spirit of brotherhood ’ holds true that every nation should 

have no access to dispose, to encourage environmental degradation of 

any other country.  

 

The nuclear energy is disastrous and we could generate needed 

power by the available resources and from the global warmth that 

nuclear energy generation and nuclear weapons are to be banned of 

research even as they are hazardous to cause disasters in the long run. 

Even the radio activity needs a proper revision for its advantage to find 

a place in the progressive science as what all it does have an alternate. 

There are some mysteries of science which need to be used as it is in 

the unleashed format as the mystery forms the protective sheath, the 

nuclear reactions, radio activity could be understood as natural 

phenomena involving science, but should not be used as a technology 

to benefit the public rapidly which actually brings irrecoverable 

hazards. Hence environmental sustainability must be modified to 

progressive environment with measures on resources conservation and 
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ecofriendly technologies to justify the same under human values not 

by profit and immediate reliefs. 

 

Global partnership is the vital component of MDGs which has 

taken a rapid growth that globalization made it possible for exchange 

of anything and everything from among the countries which has 

reflected positive and has taken a negative shape for the greed 

towards rapid growth of all the countries which had shown exponential 

output in the recent years including India. India’s image is unique in the 

global forum, for its ever green thoughts and global attitude well 

before the concept of globalization has been felt a reality. The attitude 

of development as self oriented thoughts has come up in every mind 

irrespective of nation, a leader or a follower, which indicates the Image 

of India, is not nurtured by the masses, but by individuals. This holds 

true for global civic too, that they need no demarcation with 

geographical boundaries and reach of every single individual is possible 

beyond visa, passport etc etc, through online that sky is his limit. It is 

outrageous to have restriction of reach with geographical demarcation 

and asking for deposits from foreign universities where it is by 

autonomy every institute can have their own collaboration with 

individual experts abroad that makes their curriculum unique and the 
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governance can have no control over it. It must be understood that the 

education scenario now with the internet makes it a complete man 

making process and it can no longer be a business. As every rapid 

prototyping faces an abrupt halt due to monotony and uniformity, the 

education business for the masses, selling degrees are to take up a face 

change to make it completely autonomy, to facilitate only registration 

to earn any many degrees possible at a time in their own pace of 

students that there is no comparison with fellows but evaluation of 

personal achievement and which should be available transparent for 

verification by any. 

  

Imports and export formed a tool of entry, invasion in to a 

country which had been since ancient histories to recent times that the 

same need to be checked for effective procedures to avoid illicit 

activities. When a country needs a commodity from another country, it 

is the responsibility of the country in need to procure the same from 

another country and to take the same to their country that there will 

only be commercial activities within the country. This facilitates a 

universal currency being brought in to use as the value of the money in 

every country remains the same as universal currency. Indian rupee, 

American dollar, euro, yen, all currency unique to every nation 
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becomes the universal currency of their value that the value remains 

the same and will be denoted with universal currency in that particular 

country and this will be effective if import is at the risk of the country 

getting the materials and not with the country giving. With technology 

made easily available with internet resources it is possible to make  any 

process from raw material to the finished good with the resources 

within a country and it could concentrate then on its strength that the 

wealth of every part of the universe as their strength will be 

progressively utilized by themselves. Taking into consideration the 

human value and the priority the material possession gains giving up 

ethics, the symbol for the universal currency should be null with a 

stroke, Ø, and can be denoted with C indicating the universal currency. 

With all the efforts made specific to individual which can go with the 

intervention of an individual in the activities of general assembly of UN 

to International court of justice which need no format where only the 

content need to be given importance, all the local governance will be 

transformed to conviction and if the activity is genuine, for the 

majority, it gains their support unanimously.  

 

The administration is to execute the governance for the benefit of 

public only. In this case, there will not be human race further and we 
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shall make the United Nations include all countries and announce a day 

of universal oneness  to be administered all over the globe  with the 

oath as basis of constitution of all countries that ‘All human beings are 

born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with 

reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit 

of brotherhood’ and with the universal flag with checks of black and 

white which we use in the race to show the ‘race finish’. There should 

be only banking in numbers which makes the accounting feasible to the 

finest level and it is to be noted that the black money is not printed 

elsewhere but the money unaccounted across the globe which will 

certainly cause losses as evidenced from the economic recession from 

where the same is invested that no country should encourage such 

activities. India, in spite of all these corruption at different levels 

remained safe in global economic recession because it invested 

intelligence and not money and the same had not been felt as 

equivalent of fiscal resources as the Indians focus only the longevity , 

assured job, not the right income for his expertise in global 

equivalence.  

 

There is registration of properties bought by the NRIs in India 

who gives all their white money as black for registration value is much 
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less than the actual value existing in the market. They pay taxes in the 

countries where they earn and pour the same in India as black money 

for the existing scenario of true value much higher than the 

registration value. This is a major source of black activity in the recent 

times as the earnings are from groups of middle economic status 

whose property possession is out of the earnings of their young 

children who are not exposed to with the routine that they loose their 

sweat as black money. The situation could have changed to reality 

much before if any of they felt their right to raise their voice for the 

same. The Prime minister on behalf of the Indian government has given 

an open note to the NRIs to come back to India assuring that he could 

provide them what all they need. They could have utilized this for their 

purpose. The situation is actually a brain drain where the young stream 

looses all their charm and youth, bubbling enthusiasm for currency 

offered by multinational companies, majority of which went in 

unwarranted, mindless activities for they have not been educated to 

think, but to respond to the elders, to the society with trust, with the 

restrictive channel they pass by in education. It must be dealt by the 

international court of justice to voice for the youth spread through out 

the globe for their hard work and efforts are getting wasted with 

continuing illegal activities that were the routine before globalization 
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where the land ceiling act came into existence. For global financial 

integrity and transparency, every part of income must be accounted, 

justifying the same is to the individual that the fiscal reserves will be in 

use, in circulation benefitting the needy and deserving. 

 

This will happen if all the banks are attached to World Bank with 

an apex bank in every country that the rules, regulations and norms are 

universal benefitting the public, taking the banking as services to have 

accountability of global fiscal resources. It must be remembered that 

the private banking banned in India as a part of twenty point 

programme in consequence to UN measures. We have now private 

banks, foreign banks through which the illicit transaction takes place 

for their wish to get more deposits at low rate of interest and their 

service charges make them only accessible for illicit activities. When 

there are no restrictions with national banks for an individual to have 

any many accounts, the only need to go for private and foreign banks is 

their immediate service and liberal procedures which were not 

controlled by even the RBI rules. Banking activity as it involved the back 

bone of economy in the global context can not be superficial, corporeal 

but be specific to an individual and offer services made to monitors via 

online and not in doorsteps. The banking can be made completely 
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online saving the resources and making their service charges to down 

to the floor that only national banks ted to the apex banks and which in 

turn is linked to World bank make the global finance integrity 

progressive making it completely transparent. It should ensure quick 

service every way by enhancing the experts in computing and online 

activities that providing gateway should be mandate without charges, 

ATM operated with web camera and thumb impression as identity to 

withdraw money makes the process simple. 

 

The commercial activities are to the level of using credit cards in 

even small scale business centres that the currency be printed only in 

the denomination of fifty and should be to the maximum of thousand 

rupees per withdrawal in a day. For these all the private and foreign 

banks in every country are to be merged to have universal rules and we 

shall have universal currency everywhere. This makes the global 

partnership with equality and with equal rights that every individual 

deserves dignity and right to live. Making the marital status the right of 

the individuals concerned and making the identity of every individual 

unique for his citizenship makes the life simple and ethical. The assets 

are to be registered for the true value and there is no set guideline for 
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the area to which the property belongs as the same depends on the 

unique features of the property practically.  

 

There should not be taxes from the employees and there should 

be involvement of government in every concern that it gets its 

revenue. In this way we make the activities transparent and corruption 

free. We can not control any activity, but by connectivity, being 

inclusive we can prevent all negative impacts identifying the root cause 

of the issue. The activities of United Nation should have been to 

individual specific since 1996, when the trusteeship council was 

inactive since every member country attained sovereignty. 

 

 The issues from ragging to promotion in education remain 

unsolved because the authenticated people do not have the mindset to 

give the best; they expect their successor to suffer what they had 

suffered. The revolutionary changes do not occur every where because 

though the suggestion from an individual is promising, the same is 

ignored as the governing do not want the fame and name to be shared. 

When one gets into authenticated responsibility, there should not be 

ethical dilemma and the benefits of the majority alone is the goal. 

Truth can not be hidden that true efforts will always speak. Life is all a 
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play and it is not a matter how long we play, how effective our tenure 

is, even our role may be short. To make it happen , no responsibility 

must be to an individual for a long time, but should be on a turn key 

basis and the core lies in accepting the suggestion even from common 

civic and responding to him duly for the responsibility that makes the 

transparency effective. It also must be emphasized that when a person 

takes charge he should give his plans periodically to the higher officials, 

and when he leaves the responsibility too, he must be in the justifying 

position of his tenure by periodically revising the contributions and 

taking necessary measures to maintain consistency and justice of his 

presence in the responsibility. 

 

It is worth to mention the statement by the secretary general of 

UN on global warming recently in the Copenhagen meet as ‘Not to wait 

for the leaders, when the situation is dealt with, in the eleventh hour, it 

would be a weak deal or no deal situation’. The Copenhagen meet 

which was unsuccessful in bringing amicable solution liberated 46,700 

tons of carbon for that meet which could have been saved if the 

discussion was online and that could have given enough time for the 

president of United states who ought to play a lead role rushed to his 
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place to attend to a crisis. The contributions will be the best if they are 

given with due space to think and respond for the universal growth. 

 

The article one of the universal declaration of United Nations 

takes care of every other article and conventions that there is no need 

for its elaboration and forming general rules. The constitution of India, 

in its preamble, reflects the same and that too need no elaboration and 

general codes and norms. It has been felt in eighteenth century even 

that we form rules for the masses, where they are all individual 

formations with irregularities, which make the restrictive for the 

individual that violations become common. With the advent of 

internet, it is possible to include the individual to any global issue that 

the entire system needs to be reformed to include an individual that 

the growth will be progressive throughout with conviction. when we 

take the freedom of an individual to grow and have his preferred 

environment enhancing his own potentials, the governance has to 

assure the right to take his food, cloths and livelihood with his might 

and right to get the best of knowledge with his might, right to prove his 

own stance before the judicial system, right to assist the co creations 

to come up and right to derive his finance, right to spare their might in 

the industrious activities right from child hood and that is the situation 
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aimed at with the universal declaration, which is possible with online 

communication.  

 

The governance must be integrated, with the goal to serve the 

affected with due application of rules, to prove justice without ethical 

dilemma the core of which lies in self satisfaction. The unattended 

grievances and anger for their inability to reciprocate to the authority 

is changing in to terrorism and antisocial activities and nothing else. 

When the rights mentioned above are assured, the individual become 

self satisfied, enter into self actualization, what he could do and that he 

could look around him to offer his best without which the changes will 

not happen. For this there should not be mediation, and the resources 

must be made available to the needy with their inclusion and there 

should be due conviction in every activity that we insist upon a 

transparent and easily approachable governance that truth will be 

established quickly and free that the affected will be convinced of 

governance.  

 

The global partnership must be to initiate integrated approach 

that all will be given due jobs for their skills if approached, and given 

with financial assistance to grow further with the repayment of the 
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capital that make them inclusive, the rehabilitation centre should offer 

food, cloths, shelter free on the condition that they got to do a job for 

them which will be paid and that should be individual specific that they 

get corrected easily. The officials must be given due right to be 

involved with correcting the individuals taking the decisions of their 

own based on individuals and they must be connected to the 

monitoring programme to keep them always on track. This alleviates 

poverty to great extent. Judicial system, and education must be free to 

the core , to the level of giving compensation from the authority who 

failed to perform his job for the rules, to get a degree by simple one 

time registration to a university, the mode may be the choice of the 

individual, those who want class room teaching can take up the same, 

and those, on web can go for it, and they should have freedom to learn 

any many specialization that widen their knowledge which is possible 

by liberalizing the norms and fee structure only to registration. This 

sort of autonomy across the globe make the human development for 

global integrity and prosperity attainable with a short span as the reach 

are beyond boundaries. The academicians, politicians, administrators, 

policy makers as experts, government are the actual builders of 

tomorrows nation, and they must be skilled to convince the stake 

holders the common civic, mindfully, with facts and evidences, show 
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affection and compassion in action to gain confidence that there will 

not be conflicting situation but contributing situation. The salary paid 

to every one must be convincing his efforts and the funds allocated for 

salary must be liberal to exert maximum with commitment from the 

involved. They should be given freedom to quote what they want 

expressing their efforts and output and salary must be individual 

specific and for which they should adhere to the strategic plans they 

submit every five years. This makes them satisfied and the fund on the 

human resources are justified for the potential reserves utilized for the 

welfare of the country. There should exist a bond adding to moral and 

ethical commitment that the dilemmas will not intervene at any stage 

form any side. The department that monitors the law and control 

violates norms for their existence and to convince the political 

influences that they will not be disturbed as the governance is truly in 

their hand. If the governance as per constitution is to the department 

secretaries, headed by the governor, such situations will not exist, and 

the same will get strengthened to refuge illicit oral orders if every thing 

becomes online that there will only be official communications online. 

 

The finance must be transparent and accountable to the core that 

the properties must be registered to the true value, and employees 
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restricted to work for limited hours balancing personal and 

professional and they can take their choice of span as the assessment 

will be on volume of work and quality and not physical presence as 

tenure and quantity. This will reduce the environmental pollution and 

take care of progressive environment always. There is no need to set 

emission standards to finest level. The atmosphere is boundless and 

will take care of emissions, if the transition, flux to the surrounding is 

conducible to be fast. The shifts of office hours reduced to six hours a 

day in different segments makes it happen reducing the vehicular 

pollution which also reduces traffic congestion and related accidents. 

All banking activities are to be nationalized linked to the World Bank 

and the activities must be transparent to the least value of universal 

currency that the gateway is free of charge and mandate for every 

bank which minimizes the personal visits. There may be losses, but 

must be accounted to take care of the futuristic development. This 

ensures global partnership giving equal dignity and priority to every 

country and every citizen to query on any development activity.  

 

The consumer products are the sources where the cash will be 

locked and concentrated for the greed of the public towards trendy 

products. There will be a minor change in the cosmetic side of the 
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product may it be a car, a minor change in the utility may it be the 

washing machine, or water purifier, an up gradation of the product 

within a short span may it be a soft ware, decrease or increase in price, 

the change will not be justified for one who brought the earlier version. 

The same should reflect on the consumer positively for ethics as they 

are using a inferior product for higher price having brought the product 

earlier even when it is on the introduction phase. The risk taken by the 

user and for the feed back of whom the upgraded version came into 

existence must be given as product exchange to them as the price 

fixation is extremely high on the profit margin sometimes manifold for 

the value and utility of the product. There must be justification on how 

the price is arrived at even in food products as the sophistication and 

interior design of the restaurants even reflect on the price of the food 

items sold which is unethical. All super markets which sell the products 

with a free option are bogus and should be banned of such an activity 

to the extent that if the product comes to the market as one for one 

free, the product must be insisted to be sold at half the price. The 

consumerism on the discount side is also reflecting badly on the user 

side to the level of gold jewels whose quality will never be the same as 

the season without discount, and this leads to continue the same trend 

ever that some times the branded products too find a lag. Value of the 
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product need to be fixed for the costs involved in the entire procedure 

which need to justify the cost involved towards the economy side in 

every part of the manufacturing procedure. 

 

The essential products as medicine, and food too have imitations 

almost to finest level of accuracy outward that they can not be 

identitified.Technology has improved much and the same had been 

practiced for illegal with uneducated much easily than educated that 

honey, the milli gram measure of medicine in capsule, cod liver oil 

capsules have fake activities which makes the welfare of the patients a 

question in spite of expensive medication in hospitals. There are no 

stringent measures throughout to check the activities; there are no 

stringent measures to obtain the safety factors if the product is related 

to life of the user even. The vehicles come out as different versions 

quite frequently with prices unjustified as cosmetic alternation is just 

an additional component which could be fixed to an existing vehicle 

too. But for the same the price difference is not justified. They use thin 

steel for body shell to increase the speed of the vehicle but the impact 

factor is not given in any of the vehicle’s profile. They can be altered 

with the design to take more impact which is not attended by the 

companies. The regulations across the globe must be to give the safety 
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factors as test reports along with the vehicles pertaining to the profile 

of the vehicle to justify cost. The technologies used by the company 

Eureka Forbes are simple and they sell their products for high cost 

much above the same by other companies with the same technologies. 

The water purifiers and vacuum cleaners they sell are much higher in 

price than the rest of the companies selling the products with same 

technology. They enter into annual maintenance and refill the 

activated carbon every time for a higher cost with out the same needs 

replacement depending on the usage. The other companies have the 

indicators which show the need to change and at that time alone they 

can be changed. They focus on house wives at home by selling the 

products at doorsteps where they get into unethical commercial 

activities using the ignorance and the wish of the buyer to upgrade life 

styles. The cosmetic products of the Amway are on this side of door 

steps sales, where the extremely high cost is not justified.  

 

With the above examples, one could find the hazards with the 

lives of common civic for the unethical commercial activities. There 

must be integrated approach that the pharmacy must be attached only 

to hospitals and the hospitals are to be certified to check the products 

for quality before put to sales. There must be integration of every 
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other consumer products, that luxury to basic needs should conform 

the entire procedure involved made explicit to the public and price 

justified based on the same with the profit margin that only make the 

consumer to buy the products. Like the procedure to use the same as 

manual, it must be in the printed mode and supplied to the consumer 

on every purchase along with the product that the price is justified to 

him.  

 

The focus of the civic are towards getting quick beauty that they 

get into plastic surgeries, fitness programme, crash diet programmes, 

makeover corrective programmes which uses laser technologies and 

which may not suit all for their unique physical conditions and this 

takes up some times the life of the individual even and hence there 

must be a check on the advertisements of this sort to curtail them 

immediate if the expert is not specialized. This is not getting revealed 

to the forum for the status issues of the individual which is taken as 

advantage and these activities are booming up in the recent times. It 

must be instilled into everyone’s mind that the nature has given a 

unique beauty for every one and none can be made as copy of a 

celebrity, though he is ready to spend the highest bid. If the medical 

people who duped Michal Jackson for his wishes as greed would have 
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been ethical, told him that such frequent surgeries would kill him in the 

long run, the world would not have lost him much earlier, his talents 

brought him fame, not his appearance. 

 

 ‘Conviction’ is the key to achieve the universal oneness and we 

shall expedite a day universally celebrated as world peace day when 

we all integrate and when we all salute the flag of ‘race finish’ realizing 

that the universe has ample opportunities to every one to choose, that 

self competency is the way. No other way works longer and satisfies 

one to give out the best. With this global partnership we can progress 

into bright world where every one do their job for their conviction 

without interfering with others for greed. Political system must be 

transparent and to be made efficient by dissolving the houses and 

committees and make every individual to participate in the decision 

making that every one can make contributions and getting the 

citizenship of every individual linked online to the global partnership is 

possible with online communication. All documents and proceedings 

should appear online eliminating the use of papers and we achieve 

resources conservation to suit the needs that we need not limit the 

populace which is certainly not the family planning, planning for the 

effective carrying of life with the wealth we have is family planning for 
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which the will is required and not the assets and wealth. Unity is not in 

accepting what the majority does, integration is not in maintaining 

idleness when response is necessitated, team spirit is not in 

cooperating with the leader mindlessly, and cooperation is not in going 

with others blindly. Non cooperation and solitude many times makes 

the living come back to track. We shall expedite a day of universal 

oneness and universal currency to shed away the complicated survival 

and get transformed simple living for which we all shall integrate under 

United Nations on its reformation to reach the needy by mind not by 

money alone. We shall make the universal declaration rule the globe 

for human development progressively. 

 

There is no instant remedy, quick heal for long time damages that 

the resources replenish with our due measures to go online to the 

extent possible. The human values will replenish and all ill forces 

corruption, brutality, authority, etc , etc pulling the humanity from 

being progressive will descend if the conscience of every one is waken 

up that we go for every individual globally and the governance can no 

longer be for masses. It has been felt in the earlier centuries as day 

dream which is very much possible now for the online communication 

that we shall make it happen. There had been a thought that the land 
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areas inundated for the melting of ice bergs will reappear when the 

ocean level reduces due to environmental changes for the dynamism 

of the earth. The virtual space utilized to the level of making people far 

apart to see, discuss and take decisions online, that the physical efforts 

are getting reduced to a greater extent and we are reaching a 

comfortable zone designed for our own talents to give the world our 

best.  

 

Technology has advanced much that we can cultivate barren 

lands, we can do jobs for others online from our native environment 

and we can reduce the intake of food for the reduction in physical 

efforts. The reason for obesity in majority is less physical efforts, and 

not over intake. Carbohydrates are complex in rice and need a lot of 

time to get digested and which is needed when lot of physical work is 

done that the required carbohydrates be substituted with simple 

starch as potato and banana, protein from milk and curd, vitamins and 

minerals from vegetables such as carrot, tomato, ginger, garlic, 

coriander, mint, lemon and these give a wide variety of easy to make 

delicious dishes with lots of water balances the food needs and make 

one healthy and fit.  
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The needed fat is available in milk products they do contain 

casein which is a natural glue good to repair the fine crow lines on face, 

cereals such as whole wheat grain, barley, and sago, spices such as 

cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, cumin seeds, basil seeds, mustard, 

fenugreek, fennel seeds, pepper give the necessary minerals and can 

be added in plenty to any food and salads. These foods are ideal for the 

modern living pattern where all in family work and have less time to 

spare to cook. This part is very much essential to view the MDGs, as a 

whole, as when we get switched over to an atmosphere of less physical 

mobility, the right part of food improves the efficacy and reduce 

burdens. Where as those who work in field can take alternative grains 

available native such as maize, wheat, ragi, Italian millet, spiked millet, 

kodo millet with all types of spinach make a balanced light food to 

work hard that we have the regular grains with pulses as full meals one 

time a day preferably at night when the body repairs itself and with 

salads, juices with honey and all sorts of spices to get variety, lots of 

water all through the day make one feel comfortable all the day and 

food is important for the character building of people, more non 

vegetarian food and complex food make them irritated easily, they are 

all difficult to digest make one uncomfortable and turn them to flair up 

with negative emotions originally.  
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Light foods, not only reduces obesity, make one healthy and fit, 

but reflects on the prices of food grains too positively, which is an 

alarming issue across the globe these days. Apart from these, light 

food, make one feel light and energetic always and he can glide in all 

sort of emotions, make himself receptive, clear and responsive, that he 

makes every other inclusive. When heavy food make one self oriented 

and materialistic, light food make one inclusive and transcendent. 

Transcendence is not the quality of monks. It is very much the needed 

quality to live, which will not come when one leaves everything, but 

when one prepares to receive everything. This ensures relaxed state, 

when we set the control to intuition and conscience where we never 

go wrong and that builds confidence. All the light food mentioned 

above is rich in antioxidant too, that provides healthy tissue formation 

for muscles. Exercise to reduce obesity results in the formation of free 

radicals from cells due to over oxygen intake in the work outs and 

hence result in cell damage in due course of time. Anything to crash is 

again proved problematic and hence need due attention. Best way is to 

take light food to give enough energy to carry on the regular life 

without the same getting into flesh to add to body mass, which is 

individual specific. The diet depends on the nature of work one has to 
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carry out on that particular time and the total energy of intake will be 

spent within three hours.  

 

It has been surveyed that in 1950s the average food available to a 

citizen is 500 g /day and this has been reduced now for most of the 

agricultural lands have been converted to infrastructure for booming 

educational institutions and to meet the needs of transport and 

commercial complexes. But for the awareness of use of virtual space 

coming in, we are getting in to calmness from vibrant mode that we 

can have international education from home, we can leave the 

agricultural lands for cultivation and we could use them to the 

complete efficacy with advanced technologies. At this point, it is to be 

remembered that agriculture is another profession which has its due 

values and returns that free schemes are not needed and the same 

make them lethargic as they are the best identifiers of natural changes 

by experience and could utilize the same for their benefits. They lived 

with nature right from the beginning of the civilization that they need 

no sophisticated weather monitoring system. The lag is in the part that 

the experience of the elders has not been transferred to the young 

masses doing agriculture as their specialization. They should have on 

field experience and like the old folk songs specific to rural masses 
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which had no record are being recorded now; we should have the 

registry of indicators from these elders. 

 

Conclusion 

 We can understand the nature to its finest detail that it has to be 

best utilized and going against the same make the pollution and hence 

disturb the best form we could enjoy the nature for which we are going 

to be the losers. The nature is eternal and is ever evolving that we can 

not sustain and need not protect, but use it to the fullest in its best 

form simply that we progress. For ecological balance with 

environmental resistance neutralized by the biotic potential and for the 

Newton’s law of motion, every action has equal and opposite reaction, 

we need nothing to sustain, the stronger at that moment establishes 

itself, but the change of status comes only when the defeated gets 

convinced of the truth and if not, the truth reveals itself in several 

different ways and that keeps the living going for millions and millions 

of years. With this in mind, the transparency, authenticity and e 

governance to balance the opacity, authority for political governance 

as democratic will happen. Sooner, we wake up, safer will be our living, 

and we shall not secure the environment for future generations, the 

nature has its own role for them. We need to live our lives mindfully, 
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that we increase our longevity and the Nature is the Godfather of all, 

which has its due role to every one and care too. Believing ones self, 

self realization, enhancing skills are the progressive ways and they shall 

contribute to others on the way , for which one need not compromise 

his self. The world is not to a leader, the world is not to a single man, 

the inherent connectivity infinite makes the life going in spite of all if’s, 

and don’ts, the world is to every one. 

 The governance needs no mediators, it must be simple to the 

core that the needy approach them as they are and register what they 

wish, the same should make the grievances registered as it is to the 

experience, and we have several options to register even as voice 

messages that formats are to be taken away. The man power can be 

increased to get the right job done in the right time convincing all 

involved, and that share of fund is never going to be questioned, the 

same will appear when the personnel do not fare their share in 

governance and when that happens, we will reach MDGs well in the 

expected time line. It is to be viewed as integrated involving individual 

to take a mind change and confidence that he can live, not survive. 

Money assists him to get his due, and is not everything to living. We 

shall instill in every mind is that every other being is co creation and 

has the right to have its own life time, the ‘race is finished’ and every 
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individual has to live his own life competing with his own efforts, as the 

globalization made ample opportunities to every one, and the choices 

make him feel unique and special. 

 

 


